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Day 26 - Eco Hero

For this challenge I was able to be a hero my self, an eco hero to be 
exact. The past couple days/weeks have been an amazing experience 
for me. I have learned facts about issues that I didn't even know their 
existence. I anyone would tell me anything about GMOs a few days ago 
I would think that its a new game on the ps4. However these challenges 
have increased my awareness about environmental issues an I am 
grateful for that, because now I know that I can make a change. My 
favorite challenge so far must of been from day 10, Water although I 
really enjoyed Fashion too. 
It is just unbelievable to know how many gallons of water we consume 
daily without knowing. Since that challenge, I was able to reduce my 
daily consumption of water by changing my nutrition and more careful. 
And I was also able to reduce the consumption of the house by 10 000 
gallons which I am really proud of. But the next step is to change others 
too. 
I thought that changing only my friends won’t be enough. So my plan is 
to change all the students of school habits and my school it self as a 
building. To do that I was thinking of having an assembly and have them 
all check their daily water footprint. Then have a little discussion, answer 
a few questions, give them an inspiring message. But I thought that 
even that wont be enough, so I decided to start a movement, a little 
revolution just like Ron Finley. So I thought going up to my neighbors 
and with them calculate their water consumption and hopefully by the 
end of my visit they would consider to even change a few of their habits. 
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I also posted a picture of my self being an eco hero: 


